GOLDENRACE, WINNER OF TWO SBC AWARDS 2021

Malta, 16th December 2021.- GoldenRace, Virtual Sports and Betting Technologies provider,
has recently won two prizes at the SBC Awards ceremony, which took place last Tuesday, 14th
December in London.
The company was recognised as Best Virtual Sports Supplier and Best Land-Based Betting and
Gaming Product, thanks to its retail solution.
GoldenRace’s products present a level of realism that is unprecedented in the industry: from the
sportsbook interface to the realism of the odds and outcomes, the extensive number of markets
and the hyper-realism of the 3D visuals and animations - all these features succeed in attracting
players everywhere and maximising retention.
“I am super honoured and proud of my team and all that we have accomplished this year. Thank
you for these awards that mean so much to us and will give us extra energy for the upcoming
month,” said Martin Wachter, GoldenRace’s CEO and Founder.
The brand new SBC Award as Best Virtual Sports Supplier is the most recent addition to a long
list of recognitions in this vertical for our company that proves we are absolute market leaders.
GoldenRace also received the SBC Award as Best Virtual Sports Supplier in 2020, Best Virtual
Sports Product in 2019, Best Virtual Football Product in 2018 and 2017, and Best New Virtual
Sports Product in 2016 for our innovative Real Fighting game.

About GoldenRace:
GoldenRace is a leading developer and provider of award-winning virtual sports and betting
solutions. The company offers the first real sportsbook with a virtual outcome. Based on realistic
odds, our virtual sports engage players constantly, generating more than 25 million bets per
day.
With the most reliable and cost-effective solution for retail in the market and a cutting-edge
online platform for desktop and mobile, operators can deliver our attractive set of exciting sports
customised according to their needs.

